AGENDA

Introduction

1:30  Automatic Consent approval of the minutes from December 2, 2016 GFEC20170113.01

Information Items

1:35  Low Award Report Response from the Graduate/Professional Certificate in Material Culture Studies (William Karpus) GFEC20170113.02

Approval Updates

1:45  Three-Year Check-in from the Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis M.S. named option Global Higher Education (Lisa Martin) GFEC20170113.03

1:55  Three-Year Check-in from the Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis Ph.D. named option Wisconsin Idea Executive Ph.D. Cohort (Lisa Martin) GFEC20170113.04

Approvals

2:05  Request to Extend Graduate Faculty Status for Retiring Professors from the Department of History in the College of Letters and Science (Laird Boswell) GFEC20170113.05

2:10  Request to Discontinue the Doctoral Minor in Social Work from the School of Social Work in the College of Letters and Science (William Karpus) GFEC20170113.06

2:15  Request to Approve the following changes to the M.S. in Medical Microbiology and Immunology from the Department of Medical Microbiology and Immunology in the School of Medicine and Public Health (Marty Gustafson) GFEC20170113.07

- Unsuspend the M.S. in Medical Microbiology and Immunology
- Rename the M.S. in Medical Microbiology and Immunology to M.S. in Microbiology
- Establish the M.S. in Microbiology as the non-admitting terminal M.S. degree for the Ph.D. in Microbiology

2:25  Request to Suspend Admissions for the Art Education MA and Doctoral Minor from the Department of Art in the School of Education (Doug Rosenberg, John Hitchcock) GFEC20170113.08

Program Reviews

2:45  Ten-Year Review of the Educational Psychology M.S., Ph.D., Doctoral Minor, and Professional Educator (MSPE) Named Option (Tracy Schoepfer) GFEC20170113.09
Ten-Year Review of the Graduate/Professional Certificate and Capstone Certificate in Consumer Health Advocacy (Lisa Martin) GFEC20170113.10

2016-2017 Meeting Schedule
February 10, March 10, April 14, May 12, June 9
1:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
52 Bascom Hall